
VORTECS™ Report for August 21-28, 2021

Welcome to the latest issue of the VORTECS™ report.

In this week’s report:

● CT Markets Pro tools flash bullish on four out of ten best-performing assets of the week
● WAXP doubles its price shortly after Markets Pro subscribers receive a NewsQuake™

alert of its listing on Binance
● Red VORTECS™ Score lights up for COTI ahead of its price’s correction
● Average returns: Longer waits continue to reward traders as 40+ instances of high

VORTECS™ Scores are registered for a second consecutive week
● Altseason indicator finally flips to the alts’ side!

Top gainers of the week

Coin % Change

TLOS +125.67%

WAXP +104.33%

RAY +57.89%

LRC +46.00%

CELO +43.85%

GNO +42.42%

BCHA +38.96%

XTZ +35.21%

AR +34.57%

IOST +32.62%



The table above lists this week’s top ten coins by price change, with those who had hit a
VORTECS™ Score of 80 or above in bold. Out of the crypto market’s ten best performers, three
reached the critical VORTECS™ threshold. WAXP skyrocketed to second spot thanks to the
news of its listing on Binance, a development promptly caught by the NewsQuakes™ system to
the benefit of Markets Pro subscribers.

The high score table

Coin % Change

RAY +57.89%

GNO +42.42%

AR +34.57%

SAND +15.24%

LUNA +14.54%

CVP +14.45%

IQ +13.94%

TEL +7.91%

CAKE +7.64%

KEEP +7.19%

The chart of top high-VORTECS™ performers looks solid as well: In addition to the trio of
assets featured in the general table, SAND, LUNA, CVP, and IQ delivered double-digit returns.
These results beat the overall altcoin market by a rather wide margin, as the average gains
generated by top 100 altcoins this week amounted to just 2%.

Top performers

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/wax
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/thesandbox
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/luna
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/powerpool
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/everipedia


On Aug. 23, GNO’s price began to rise from just above $200 to upwards of $260 after the coin
had posted a series of rather strong VORTECS™ Scores (in mid-seventies) earlier in the day.
As the price approached the local peak, so did the asset’s Score. GNO’s VORTECS™ went as
high as 86 against the price of $267 (red circle in the chart), sensing a combination of
historically bullish conditions ripe for further upside. Sure enough, another pump followed
shortly, as GNO went up another 100 bucks to the high of $364.

CVP’s VORTECS™ pattern was entirely different. A streak of 80+ scores showed up on Aug. 24
when the coin’s price had been on a downward trajectory for over 24 hours and remained that
way for another day after the dark-green stretch lit up. Thanks to the favorable conditions
identified by the model, however, the coin rebounded hard after it had reached the bottom: from
$1.40 to $1.90 in some 50 hours.

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/gnosis
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/powerpool


LUNA pulled off something similar as its highest VORTECS™ Scores of the week came against
a declining price (red circle in the chart). Inertia dragged the coin further down for 12-ish more
hours after LUNA’s outlook became favorable, after which the coin bounced off the local bottom
to recoup all losses and make new gains: From $26.57 to $34.27. Over the last 30 days, LUNA
added more than 200% against USD and 150% against Bitcoin.

Red alerts

Red VORTECS™ Scores are much rarer than dark-green ones. A low score means that the
algorithm has identified historical conditions around the coin that in the past frequently came
before the asset’s price dropped substantially. The most common scenario where such scores
can be observed is in a bull market when crypto assets see flash rallies and then rapid cool offs.

This is exactly what happened to COTI this week. Following a leap from $0.29 to $0.45 within
an hour, the coin’s price began to succumb to correction. It quickly dropped to $0.37 and then

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/luna
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/coti


attempted to open another leg of the rally, rising again to $0.42. At this point, the VORTECS™
algorithm recognized similarities with COTI’s price corrections in the past and lit up a red score
(red circle in the graph).

Indeed, the price soon went down and stabilized at around $0.35. In this case, the intelligence
generated by the VORTECS™ machine could have been used to inform a trader’s decision to
short the asset or lock in profits from the first leg of the rally.

Average VORTECS™ returns

A straightforward measure of the algorithm’s performance is the average value change that the
assets reaching a certain VORTECS™ Score mark show after crossing the threshold.

The table on the next page presents average returns made by coins after they cleared a score
of 80, 85, or 90.

Each asset could only yield one observation per day, i.e. if a coin went from 79 to 81, then back
to 79 and then to 80 once again in a few hours, only its first entry to 80+ would count.

Time after score 80 85 90

2 hours -0.25% 0.36% 0.18%

6 hours 1.92% 2.29% 2.46%

12 hours 2.75% 3.11% 3.05%

24 hours 3.54% 5.24% 4.03%

48 hours 5.61% 8.42% 4.03%

Occurrences 40 14 5

For the second week in a row, there is an abundance of high VORTECS™ Scores: 40 or more
instances of the score of 80 or higher. Another similarity that this week’s stats share with those
from the previous one is that the gains are distributed almost perfectly in time: The more time
passes after hitting the score threshold, the larger the average returns. Since the data are
generated by many coins, especially at 80 and 85 marks, they can be considered a reliable
representation of the Score’s performance rather than the result of one or two outliers skewing
the picture.



Markets Pro NewsQuakes™

Exchange listings reliably boost crypto asset prices, especially when it is a listing on a major
exchange. A few days ago, WAXP got listed on Binance. Before the news came in, the coin was
trading at 18 cents. In two hours from the announcement, WAX’s price multiplied by 2.5 and
reached 44 cents.

In this situation, getting the news quickly has been key. As can be seen in the chart, the
NewsQuake™ alert notifying the CTMP community of the development and sourced from
Binance’s Twitter account came in right when WAX’s price exploded.

Understanding VORTECS™

Community member @D koinz inquired earlier this week about the substantive meaning of a
neutral VORTECS™ Scores, particularly in relation to Bitcoin:

Q: “When the vortex is a yellow line across the middle on Bitcoin what does that mean?
Sideways?”

A: A neutral score of 40 to 60 usually means that there is no consistent historical pattern visible
in the combination of metrics that is currently observed for a coin. In other words, the setups
similar to the current one hadn’t consistently preceded dramatic price rises or drops in the past.
For large-cap coins like BTC or ETH, dramatic, double-digit rallies or downfalls are quite rare
and can be seen as one-of-a-kind events – this is why you will see neutral scores for major
assets most of the time.

Altseason analysis

The Altseason metric takes into account the same indicators as the VORTECS™ Score, plus
additional data sources such as altcoin listings and projects’ press mentions. What it helps

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/wax
https://twitter.com/binance/status/1429632384199118848
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/811633544752791624/880634521140215928


figure out is whether it is a good time to be stocking on altcoins or prioritizing BTC investments
in the next 14 days.

This has finally happened: We are officially in Altseason. Within separate seven-day periods,
alts have been outperforming BTC for several consecutive weeks. Yet, the way it usually works
is that first Bitcoin must gain a very solid footing, and only after the original cryptocurrency is
healthy enough, altcoins can finally break out. After BTC had stabilized in the $45K-$50K
corridor, the path appears clear for alts to storm the new highs.

Ironically, the week when the Altseason indicator flipped neither BTC’s nor altcoins’ average
gains looked great: Bitcoin lost 1.8% of value while alts added an aggregate 1.3%.

Markets Pro Community

This week, members of the CT Markets Pro community enjoyed access to the following
exclusive resources:

· AMA with Shane Molidor, the Global Head of Business Development at AscendEX (formerly
BitMax)

· A new Discord channel, Community tutorials, freshly populated with a series of educational
videos on technical analysis made by haimrevolution, one of our most active and helpful
subscribers.

https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/879775694568181791
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/879733703935418369


Finally, shout out to community members ‘Gasspper and 513 crypto for sharing their positive
experience of using Cointelegraph Markets Pro. These accounts sound like music to the team’s
ears!

https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/813584112454467635/880604111236632586
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/813838704308649986/880859309691506699

